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EXPANDING OUR MINISTRY  
AND MISSION AT THE GROVE
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2009
Churches Merge

St. Johns and Our 
Saviour’s merge, 
establishing New 
Heights Lutheran 

Church

2014
Planning Begins
New Heights pays off 
the land purchased 
in 2010 for the new 

campus and begins 
the planning 

process. 

2021
The Grove Emerges

Clarified Vision for 
future site as regional 

community center, 
named “The Grove”. 

New Heights has a long history of deep roots in our faith and community. Through 
divisions and mergers, growth and new life, floods and pandemics, these deep 
roots are what continue to make us stronger and allow us to actively pursue 

God’s ministry and mission for us. This Christ-centered foundation has led to a history 
of resilience, vitality, stability, and the continued pursuit of loving those already here 
and those not here yet.

"Let your roots grow down into him, 
and let your lives be built on him. 
Then your faith will grow strong in 

the truth you were taught, and you 
will overflow with thankfulness." 

COLOSSIANS 2:7 

TIMELINE HIGHLIGHTS:

Grow Roots
CONNECTING PEOPLE WITH GOD AS THEY DEEPEN THEIR FAITH
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Healthy relationships and community are central to our well-being as individual humans 
and together, as the body of Christ. Through ministries like Family Faith Night, Heights 
Unlimited, small groups, gathering events, and worship, New Heights’ Mission Partners 

are bound together as a community that is open, authentic, spirit-filled, and God-trusting. 

This faith community plays a key role in building a healthy and vital community for all in the 
Wisconsin Heights area and beyond. We have always provided places and spaces for people 
to gather, connect, and thrive. Our campus will allow us to continue inspiring intergenerational 
relationships, developing opportunities and programs to connect, and providing a central 
gathering space where all are welcome. 

CONNECTING GIFTS AND OPPORTUNITIES TO 
SHARE IN LIFE-GIVING WAYSOverflow

2022
School 

Purchase
New Heights purchases 

the previous Mazomanie 
Elementary campus 

to become “The 
Grove”. 

CONNECTING COMMUNITIES AND PEOPLE WITH INTENTIONAL SPACE

Build Community

God works through local churches to impact and bless local communities; this is not our 
building but God’s building as we are blessed to be a blessing. To center our vision for the 
future, we’ve intentionally pursued a space that’s flexible, sacred, and able to serve as a 

community resource that overflows with the gifts and blessings we have to share.

As part of the broader community, New Heights recognizes the need for a larger 
place and space to gather for all of life’s events. Rooted in God’s love, this 

passion for invitation and welcome guides us as we discern God’s vision for 
a space that offers greater opportunity to serve our community. 

Through prayer and discernment, 
God’s mission continues calling us 
to a vision bigger than ourselves...
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A Community-Focused 
Space, Redefined
New Heights developed guiding principles early in our building process to center our 
mission and vision throughout the intentional work:

Ownership: This is not our building but God’s building. It will be designed 
to serve the communities in which live along with the needs of New Heights.

Community Resource: Our new space will be a community space 
where we worship. It will be available for community gatherings, events, and 
functions!

Flexibility: All spaces will be designed for flexibility with multiple potential 
uses in mind.

Sacred Space: As a church, our campus will facilitate sacred uses 
while also valuing a hospitality of “Welcome,” creating space for new faces 
and uses every day of the week.

Adaptability: The design needed today may not be relevant in 10 
years. The building design will be adaptable for future needs, additions, and 
community growth.

Our new facility will be a community-center, a central gathering space for the 
broader Wisconsin Heights area. Our campus will be for community gathering, 
connecting, and deepening relationships. While we can’t wait to worship in a 

space that better fits our needs as a growing church, we also dream about a space 
from which all area community members can benefit. 

Introducing…

CONNECT GATHER COMMUNITY BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER UNITING CREATING YOUR STORY 
SHARING YOUR STORY INTERSECTING JOURNEYS PATHS STORIES GROW JUNCTION/CROSS-
ROADS CORNER INTERSECTION REST STOP COLLABORATION LIVING ROOT BRIDGE AGAPE, 
INTERCONNECTED ROOTED(NESS) BANYAN TREE TAP ROOT FLOURISH (COMMUNITY FAITH 
RELATIONSHIPS/BODY MIND SPIRIT) ABUNDANCE THRIVE LIFE GROWTH PRUNING (GROWTH 
FROM HARDSHIP) BLOSSOM BLOOM BEAR FRUIT TREEHOUSE ORCHARD REFUGE SAFETY 
LIFE-GIVING ORGANIC LANGUAGE (LIFE-CYCLE CHANGING GROWING DYNAMIC) SEASONS 
CONNECT GATHER COMMUNITY BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER UNITING CREATING YOUR STORY 
SHARING YOUR STORY INTERSECTING JOURNEYS PATHS STORIES GROW JUNCTION/CROSS-
ROADS CORNER INTERSECTION REST STOP COLLABORATION LIVING ROOT BRIDGE AGAPE, 
INTER-CONNECTED ROOTED(NESS) BANYAN TREE TAP ROOT FLOURISH (COMMUNITY FAITH 
RELATIONSHIPS/BODY MIND SPIRIT) ABUNDANCE THRIVE LIFE GROWTH PRUNING (GROWTH 

Where communities 
Gather, Connect, Thrive
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We’re not changing our name, 
but with prayer, deep discussion, and 
dreaming, naming our campus “The 
Grove” was developed out of a need 
to meet the community wherever 
they may be. The name “New Heights” 
describes who we are as a faith 
community; “The Grove” describes a 
place where we worship alongside 
other community members and 
events utilizing the space. With the 
creation of “The Grove,” New Heights 
is not losing or changing our identity; 
we are recognizing Jesus’ call to 
intentionally extend a welcome to 
those for whom “church” has yet to be 
a natural home.

New Heights’ Vision Team identified a 
mission to connect people with: God, 
people, communities, and resources. 
In this brainstorming process, we 
were drawn to organic language and 
the opportunity to tie our logo into 
this new name. If we aren’t going to 
call our new campus “New Heights 
Church,” how can we still show a 
connection to our firm foundation 
in the Lord, our ministry, and our 
mission?

Trees are mentioned in the Bible more than 
any other living thing (other than God, and 
people). They speak to restoration, healing, 
renewal, and authenticity—a deeper place of 
intentionality and a depth of connection. The 
goal was to identify an inclusive name that 
encompassed not only the building, but the 
larger campus. After long conversations around 
potential words, names, and subscripts, “The 
Grove” offers the opportunity to utilize neutral, 
gathering-inspired language for the community; 
naturally identify the full campus; inspire a place 
of welcome and refuge; and connect deeply to 
our community’s foundation of faith.

Welcome to: The Grove

“But blessed are those who trust in the Lord… They are 
like trees planted along a riverbank, with roots that reach 
deep into the water… their leaves stay green, and they 
never stop producing fruit.” — Jeremiah 17:7-8

The Process
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In 2022, Our dream for the future became a reality with the purchase of the 
previous Mazomanie Elementary School property! With a congregational 
approval of over 98%, we closed on the 6.5 acre campus in March 2022 and 

began making plans for our move into the future campus for New Heights 
and “The Grove.”

An important part of our planning is listening and discerning God’s vision 
for this space. The extensive building and outdoor assets not only provide 
opportunities for our current ministry dreams, but allow for expanding 
opportunities to serve the broader Wisconsin Heights community. 

We held 11 open brainstorming sessions (with over 130 attendees) to develop 
insight into current needs and opportunities in our community. In reviewing 
these needs, the Vision team discovered six overarching categories: 

• Community Housing
• Youth & Child Care / Programs 
• Community Education Courses
• Wellness / Recreational Activities 
• Gathering & Reservable Space
• Essential Needs Resources / Programs

The Vision Team then reviewed the individual opportunities within these 
categories for greatest need, volunteer base, and required resources. This 
discernment process brought forward these focal points:

These outcomes are opportunities for expansion alongside 
the existing NHLC ministries. While our leadership plans the 
transition of our faith community, we are also developing 
community partnerships to actively pursue The Grove’s mission 
to be a space where people gather, connect, and thrive.

NEW PROGRAMS
• Senior / Intergenerational Activities
• Recreational / Wellness Opportunities
• Creative Spaces & Programs
• Life Skills Courses
• Meeting & Gathering spaces

FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
• Crisis-Resource Offices
• Campus Environmental 

Restoration & Stewardship
• Senior Housing
• Child Care (Glory Bees Model) 

An Expanded Vision
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The Site

We are blessed with 
a beautiful property 
for recreation and 

gathering! Our planning 
includes minimal external 
changes, but opportunities to 
enhance the given assets for 
use and engagement. These 
plans include:
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Maintaining:

• Large, Open Events 
Space

• Exterior Gathering 
Areas and Events 
Patio

• Youth Playground

Considering:

• Parking Expansion

• Main Entrance Development

• Fire Pit and Outdoor Shelter

• Prayer Labyrinth

• Creek Restoration and 
Walking Trail
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The Building

With our transition to the Mazomanie campus, our vision has not changed, 
but expanded. To better serve the needs of the New Heights and broader 
Wisconsin Heights communities, we’ve identified key opportunities for each 

space of our new community-center. With this intentional design, “The Grove” will 
cater to a multiplicity of uses and events while remaining adaptable to growth for 
generations to come. 

Building rendering for information purposes only. Scale and 
locations not exact.
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Gym and Recreation Space
• Children and Youth Activities 
• Congregational / Small Group Activities 

• Sports & Recreational Activities 
• Wellness Classes

Kitchen and Cafeteria
• Large gathering food preparation & serving 

(ie. weddings)
• Drink / snack prep space

• Large gathering food preparation (i.e. banquets, 
community meals)

• Caterer-friendly events space

Large Group Area / Worship Center 
• Worship
• Family Faith Night Programming 
• Congregational meetings and gatherings
• Weddings / receptions

• Awards ceremonies / banquets
• Speakers and trainings
• Weddings / receptions

Open-Concept Gathering Area
• Pre-Worship Fellowship
• Family Faith Night gathering area
• Special events overflow

• Large event overflow
• Coworking space for remote work (WiFi available)

Prayer Room / Chapel
• Solace during worship / throughout week
• Intentional prayer pre/post worship
• Prayer team gathering / programming

• Contemplation throughout the week
• Counseling & self-reflection

Community Resources Wing
• Heights Unlimited Resource Center
• Fiber Arts space and programming
• Serve and Care programming

• Joining Forces for Families office (JFF) 
• Community essential needs programs 

Youth and Children’s Program Wing
• Family Faith Night Classrooms
• Youth & Children’s Ministry programming

• After school care programming
• VBS classrooms and activity space

Community Room(s)
• Bible Study groups
• Team meetings
• Staff work rooms and gatherings
• Ministry classes / trainings
• Pre-worship green room

• Organization meetings
• Classes and trainings
• Birthday parties
• Mid-size events and gatherings

Administrative Offices:
• NHLC / The Grove staff offices
• Consultation and Pastoral meeting space
• Staff lunch and prep space

• Community questions and directions
• Space reservation and payment communication

Uses unique to New Heights Uses inclusive to the broader community

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

H

POTENTIAL USES OF SPACES …
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A Generosity of Giving

With 62,000 square feet and 6.5 acres, we are excited about the phased 
approach opportunities of our campus! To fully establish a flexible, 
sacred, adaptable, community resource center dedicated to the 

mission God has laid before us, it is going to take continued generosity, faith, 
and miracle gifts to bring The Grove to life.

God can do anything, you know—far more than you could ever 
imagine or guess or request in your wildest dreams! He does it not 

by pushing us around but by working within us, his Spirit deeply and 
gently within us.  EPHESIANS 3:20-21

We believe fully in the mission and vision of this place and are putting our faith 
in God to provide and move through both this congregation and our larger 
community. Through Him, all things are possible, and as pieces fall into place, 
we cannot wait to see the ways the Spirit moves.

Throughout the design and building process, our staff, Vision Team, Remodel 
Planning Team, congregational leaders, and building contractors, have held in 
tension the opportunities for our God — given vision and mission with the project’s 
financial reality. However, we have also cautioned putting boundaries and limits 
on how God may provide and are continually amazed at God’s timing in 2022.
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A Generosity of Giving
EXPANDING GOD’S IMPACT IN OUR COMMUNITY

To accomplish the initial phase of our vision and mission, we have a 
project estimate of $2 million. We already have anticipated funding for 
over half of this goal!

After the purchase of the Mazomanie school property and approved design 
contract payments, our Land & Building Fund total is $269,257. We anticipate 
$301,400  dollars from the sale of the Hwy 14/78 property, and $326,300 from 
the sale of our Black Earth building. Additionally, $357,650 is remaining from 
the 2021 SHINE Appeal (over the next 2 years), and we are in the process of 
applying for a $250,000 grant from the WEDC. 

In this way, our funding efforts have a total of $1,504,600, leaving 
approximately $500K left to finance. 
What about the remaining $500,000? 
The Vision, Finance, and Remodel Planning 
teams are well aware of the important 
stewardship decisions ahead on our journey 
to The Grove. Due to our relationship with 
the Mission Investment Fund (MIF), our 
congregation has been pre-approved for a 
loan well-above the size of this remaining 
cost and are preparing to consider this 
financing option. There are several additional 
options for project financing assistance:
• New Mission Partner pledges and special 

gifts towards the project in 2022 / 2023
• Congregational mortgage (with MIF or 

comparable organization)
• Additional grant applications– Henry 

Elling, contracted project companion, 
is managing our grant research/
application process.

• Creating a neutral giving fund for non-
faith-based project partner giving 
(community invitation)

CURRENT 
PROJECT 

FINANCING

REMAINING 
PROJECT 

FINANCING

STARTING FUND TOTAL
$269,257

HWY 14 PROPERTY SALE
$301,400

BLACK EARTH PROPERTY SALE
$326,300

WEDC GRANT APPLICATION
$250,000

OUTSTANDING SHINE PLEDGES
$357,650

REMAINING  
FINANCING
$495,393

Anticipated fund total: $1,504,600

Total goal: $2 million

FUND BREAKDOWN
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"Let your roots grow down into him, and let your lives 
be built on him. 

Then your faith will grow strong in the truth you were 
taught, and you will overflow with thankfulness." 

COLOSSIANS 2:7 

TAKING THE NEXT STEP
Now is the time — we’re ready to move forward! With the roots that we’ve built 
and the strength of this faith community, God has given us an opportunity to overflow and outpour with the 
blessings we have received. 

God has been so generous with us and surprised us with an incredible opportunity! The vision we 
have been given continues to flourish, and the key to its fruition lies in our faith and generosity. Our 
2021 original project cost was $4.8 million when we planned to build an entirely new building on our 
undeveloped property on Hwy 14 / 78. The 2022 Mazomanie transition was nothing we could have 
imagined at that time; yet, God’s timing was perfect as he prepared us for all that 2022 would hold. Now 
we have the opportunity to invest in a place and space that can encompass our full vision and mission. This 
building is not our ministry goal, it is about what God will DO with this new gift. 

We are now at a place to move forward with open hands  and hearts to offer our best gift. This will 
look different for each and every one of us, but every gift brings us closer to living out our call to this 
community. We have sacrificed for and invested in this ministry in so many ways over the years--now God 
is calling us to trust and invest in a deeper, selfless way. 

Jesus said, “You are here to be light, to shine, to be generous with your life. And in so doing, you’ll prompt 
people to open up with God, this generous Father in heaven.” 

Thank you for the ways you have and continue to be involved–what a journey it has been! You could say 
that God has put us on a light stand and now it’s time to lean into our deep roots, trust in the communities 
we’ve built, overflow with thanksgiving, and shine! With Jesus leading, we can do this!

1705 Center St, Black Earth, WI 53515 |  (608) 767-2247 |  newheightslc.org

FOR MORE INFORMATION:


